
From: Environment Canterbury

Sent: Thursday, 17 March 2022 3:01 pm

TO: Have your Say

Subject: Submission on draft Annual Plan 2022/23

Fakecan just submitted 'Draft Annual Plan 2022/23 submission' with the responses below.

First name

harrie

Last name

Noppers

Email address

Suburb

Bottle Lake, Christchurch

Phone number

Are you submitting on behalf of an organisation?

No, I'm submitting as an individual

Which age category are you in?

40-64 years old



Do you wish to speak to your submission at a Council hearing?

No

Tell us more about why you support the selected bus fare option.

I do not support the bus fare option. You are trying to reduce the emission standards by taken more cars

of the road while you are happy to use filthy buses driving around. Why not spend and design a

rail/tram structure they are all electric and have no emission output. Why are you supporting more

buses? think ahead to the future spend a few 100 million on a project like rail/tram. I will def be using
rail or tram.

Any other comments on bus fares?

as above a stupid idea get rid offthe buses. you are increasing my rates to support these smelly old

buses no way. I can assure you I will not pay the increase on my rates bill.

Is borrowing and repaying through general rates the right approach for this regionally significant
event?

NO

How else might we pay for our share of this work?

by making it compulsory by building houses and subsidizing solar heating, hybrid heating etc.

How do you think recovery from flooding of this scale - events that impact state highways, bridges,

rail and power for example - should be funded in the future?

when will there be flooding? climate warming has been going on for 1000 plus years now. NZ carbon

emissions are nothing compared to other parts of the world we are on the bottom of the list. I wont be

alive and i am sure you wont be either.



Would you support a levy to accelerate action in response to climate change?

NO

Any other comments on future funding for responding to climate change?

as mentioned before make it compulsory for new subdivision and current houses to have hybrid

heating, solar panels this needs to be subsidized by the gov. Like other countries in the world . NZ is

doing absolute nothing. Why have a year plan when buying an electric car. this is just stupid.

Where did you hear about the consultation?

Postcard


